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In this paper a second-order algebraic differential equation 
F”(x, 4’. y’, 4”‘) = 0 (*) 
is considered. F* is supposed to be a polynomial with respect to J, J’, y”, 
whose coefficients are polynomials in x or continuous functions on [0, co) 
having some restrictions. 
Borel’s conjecture on the growth of solutions y(x) defined on [O, co) of 
algebraic equations F(x, JJ, y’,..., I,(~‘) = 0 was that 4’ = O(exp, Ax”) 
(exp, a = exp(exp,-, a}, exp, a = exp a, for n > 2), with some constants A 
and m. 
In [ 1 ], Borel’s conjecture was proved under some conditions imposed on 
(*). The conjecture was proved under some restrictions for a real solution 
J!(X) of (*) on a ray [x0, co) for which In J(X) is a convex function of In x. 
In [3], Bank proved Borel’s conjecture for increasing solutions J$X) which 
satisfy the additional condition J”/X”J -+ co, where a is a certain constant 
dependent on (*). 
In [ 21, Borel’s conjecture for a real solution J’(X), J(X) > a > 0 was proved 
under some restrictions imposed on Eq. (*). Such problems were investigated 
in [4-61. 
There are examples showing that Borel’s conjecture is in general wrong for 
IZ > 2. In particular Vijayraghavan [ 71 showed that there exist second-order 
algebraic differential equations whose positive solutions on [0, co) have no 
majorants expressed in terms of coefficients. In view of this result it seems 
reasonable to put some restrictions on the equation F*(x, J’, y’, 4”‘) = 0 and 
on the type of solutions in order to obtain the majorant expressed in terms of 
the coefficients of the equation. 
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Let the function F*(x. ~9, J’, J”) in Eq. (*) be a polynomial with respect 
to J’, y’- y”. For our purposes we rewrite (*) in the form 
F(x. j’. (f/4’). (f/y)‘) = 0. (1.1) 
We denote J’/.v = k. so that (J”/J)’ = k’. Equation (*) can now be 
reduced to 
F(x, y, k, k’) = 6 Q,(x, k, k’)y”-’ = 0 
jT0 
Qj(X, k, k’) = ? Q~,,,,(x) . k’(k’)‘. 
s+t=o 
(1.2) 
Let us introduce some notations. 
We denote: 
pj = max(t + 2s) (1.3) 
where the maximum is taken over the set of all sums of the degrees t + 2s in 
the expansion (1.2) of Q,(x, k, k’) for a given j, and 
so = maxis, QO.mo-s.s f 01. (1.4) 
Suppose now all the coefftcients Qj.,,,(x) to be continuous functions on ?I E 
[0, 00 ), and let a be a fixed number, 
1 
CL = max(mj - m, + 13) ’
e > 0, j = l,..., n (1.5) 
for which 
x Qo,t.s(x) as + 0 on XE [x0, co) (1.6) 
t+2s=p0 
with an arbitrary great but fixed x0, and let U(X) be a positive function with 
the following properties: 
u(x) 2 x=3 a > 0, a is a fixed constant, 
u(x) ’ I Ct+ zs=p,, Qo,&) as I ’ 
qj < pi, j = 0 ,..., n. (1.7) 
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Let 
Qo.m,-s,,s,(-~1 = 1 (1.8) 
and let 
G-4 = maxImax I Qj,,,&)l I1 Q<tfs<mj, O< j<n. (1.9) 
Finally, let us construct 
where p(x) is an arbitrary increasing function for which J‘F (dx/q$x)) < co 
and ,D > 0 is an arbitrary constant. 
Let us proceed now to Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let Eq. (1.2) be given, and let Qj,,,,(x), t + s < mj, j = 
0 ,..., n, be continuous functions of x on [0, 00). Let p,, > pi, j = l,..., n (see 
(1.3)), and let N be a positive number satisfying 
N > max{ 1, l/a) (1.11) 
(see a defined in (1.5)). Let y(x) be a twice continuously dtfirentiable 
solution of (1.2) on [0, co) satisfying 
In Y(X) > N 
In u(x) ’ 
(1.12) 
(u(x) is defined in (1.7)). If 
(a) s0 > 0, then for a certain y 
y(x) = O(exp eL”(‘)), 
(b) s0 = 0, then for a certain y 
y(x) = O(exp v(x)? 
(v(x) is the function defined in (1.9) and (1.10)). 
Remark. Through the proof of Theorem 1, it can be easily seen that: 
THEOREM 1’. If we add to the given restrictions on Eq. (1.2) the con- 
dition 
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For .Y E [so, co ). H’e get the same estimations for a solution J.(X) under the 
restriction lim,,,, In J,(X) = co. which is of course less restrictive that? 
(1.12). 
We also get 
THEOREM I". Let ( 1.2) be gicen here 
and 
Q,=Q,=...=Q,+,=O 
Q,(x, k. k’) = Q,(x) kf(k’)‘-r. 
Let J~X) be a positive solution which satisfies 
limk 
m,-m,,+o 
=p<cc I - % r 
(f? > 0 is a fi-ued number), then y(x) has the same estimation as in 
Theorem I. 
2 
Whenever all the coefficients Qj,,.,(x) in (1.2) are polynomials. condition 
(1.6) is automatically fulfilled for every u > 0, except for no more than one 
value a. In order to state Theorem 1 for this special case we need some 
additional notations: 
Let deg Qj.,,S(.~) denote the degree of the polynomials Qj,,.S(x) and let 
(2.2) 
and denote finally 
QZ = ,+Y,“c”, Pz Qj.t.x(x), Qj.t.s(x) f O/y j = 0, 1 . . . . . n. (2.3) 
x I 
It is obvious that (1.6) and (1.8) are automatically satisfied for Qj.f.s(-Y), 
being polynomials. 
We are now ready to state Theorem 2 (which is of course a consequence 
of Theorem 1). 
THEOREM 2. Let (1.2) be gicen and let Qj.,.,(x), t + s < mj, j = 0 ,..., n. 
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be polynomial in x. Let p0 > pj (see (1.3)) and let N be a positive number 
satisfying 
N > max((a, - a,), (a, - a,) . ( max (mj - m, + $)I) (2.4) j=l.....fl 
(we use the notations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) giuen abotje). 
Let y(x) be a twice continuously differentiable solution on [0, co) of (1.2) 
and further, let y(x) be such that 
In ~6~1 > N 
1n.u ’ ’ 
x E [x0, 00). 
If 
(a) so > 0, then for a given y 
y(x) = O(exp eX9, 
(b) so = 0, then for a certain 1’ 
y(x) = O(exp x3. 
In both cases y depends only on the coefficients of the equation. 
Remark. Functions J(X) which satisfy lim,,, x( y//-y) = co auto- 
matically satisfy (2.5). In particular, with regard to solution J(X) for which 
In J(X) is a convex function of In x we can require that x( J’/Y) + co, because 
if x(.v’/.v) < N then J- < c.1~‘. 
3 
In order to formulate the third and the fourth theorems we rewrite (*) in 
the following manner: 
F*(x, y, y’, y”) = + Q,(x, y’, 4”‘) y” -j = 0, 
JZ 
(3.1) 
Qj(x, 4”. y”) = z Qj.,.,(X)(?")'(4"')s~ j = O,.... n. 
s+t=o 
We use the same notations used in the former chapters, but now they are 
related to (3.1) instead of (1.2) and we obtain the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Let (3.1) be given and let Qj,,,,(x), t + s < mj, j = 0 ,..., n, 
in (3.1) be polvnomials in x. Let p. > pi, j = I,..., n, and let N be a positive 
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number satisfying (2.4) where the notations (2.1) and (2.3) are related to 
(3.1) instead of(1.2). 
Let y(x) be a twice continuousb differentiable solution of (3. I) on [O. co ) 
and let J’(X) be such that 
(2.5 ) 
If 
(a) s,, > 0. then for a certain /? 
y(x) = O(exp P), 
(b) s,, = 0. then for a certain /3 
1’(x) = O(xb). 
THEOREM 4. Let Eq. (3.1) be given and let Qj,l,s(x), t + s < mj, j = 
0 ,..., n, be continuous jknctions of x on [0, 00). Let p,, > pi, j = l,..., n, and 
let y(x) be a twice continuously d@rentiable solution of (3.1) on [O. co) 
which satisfies (1.12) and (1.7). If 
(a) s, > 0, then for a terrain /3 
y(x) = O(exp ~1’). 
(b) s0 = 0, then for a certain /I 
J’(X) = O( I’D). 
In the following section we will prove these four theorems. We will prove 
Theorem 1 with details and indicate how analogously the other three 
theorems can be proven. 
4. PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We consider (1.2). The result of Theorem 1 for maxi= ,,,,,,n mj < m, are 
proved under less restrictive conditions in [2]. So we can assume that 
ma%= I.....~ mj>m,. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, we have to prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let y(x) be a twice continuously d#erentiable solution of 
(1.2) on [0, co) and let 
ln Y(.Y) > N 
In u(x) “’ 
x > 0 (1.12’) 
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(see (1.7)) where 
IV, > max( 1, l/a), (1.11’) 
and a is an arbitrary fixed number for which (1.6) is satisfied. Suppose 
further that p,, > pj, j = l,..., n, then 
k(x) =o 
x’!!! m * 
Proof. Case 1. k(x)/y”(x) is monotone. Then 
k(x) = 0 ?!!!, m * 
Indeed, 
converges and therefore there is a sequence xj T co that satisfies 
k(x,)/y ’ +=(x,) + 0. Consequently for the monotone function, 
Wvv”C~) +.x-m 0. 
Case 2. 
Define g(x) = k(x)/~~“(x). Since In v(x)/ln u(x) > N,,, then lim,,, J(X) 
= co, hence, Case 2 can occur only if there exists a sequence of points 
x, T co such that lim,,, k(x,) = 03, and each x, is a local maximum of g(x) 
and 
lim g(x,) = ,“; g(x). 
n-a 
Hence. at such points 
g’ht) = (,a)’ = 0 
and 
=O at x=x,, n= 1,2 ,.... 
520 
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14.1) 
We insert I = .Y,~ and k’ = a/k’ in (1.2) and obtain 
As it is given that ~f+lx=pg Qo,,.s(x) as # 0 we can divide both sides of (4.2) 
by kpo-’ F- IL,+ 2s-rp,, Qo,&9 a’ I and we obtain by using lim,,, J(X) = cc 
that 
Since p. > pj, j = l,.... n. then k ‘Pam ’ ~’ “’ in the first sum in the right side 
of (4.3) satisfies k-‘pop’--I--?5)(x,,) < 1 for great enough x,,. 
In the second sum of (4.3) t + 2s - p. + I < 1 is satisfied. 
Now, using the properties (1.7) of U(X) we obtain that there are constants 
A and B such that 
or 
k (I-+) <Au. 
But In ](x)/ln u(x) > No and No > 1, therefore y > u.‘” and hence 
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so that (1 - (B/y)u) > i for x, > x’ and hence using (4.4) we obtain that 
k <Au for x, > x’ and thus k/y” <Au/y” < Au/uNOa. But N,a > 1 and we 
get for x, > x’ 
To complete the proof, it is suffkient to recall that 
k(x,) lim k(x) -= 
1% yyx,) x-a y”(x)’ 
and therefore 
k(x) = 0 
&v”(x) * 
Now we will quote a lemma that was proved in [2] and that we will use in 
the sequel. 
LEMMA 2 [2]. Let v,Jx) be a nondecreasing continuous function on 
[0, 01)). Let further q(x) > 0 be an arbitraql increasing function for which 
For each constant ,u > 0 the function 
u(x) = v*(x) + ; 
(1.10) 
has the following properties: 
(i) v(x) is an increasing continuously differentiable positive function 
on [O, 00)~ 
(ii) v(x) > uo(x), x E [0, co), 
(iii) v’(x) < cv ‘+“(x) with a certain c = c(p). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let J?(X) be a twice differentiable solution of Eq. (1.2) on a ray [0, co) 
which satisfies the inequality 
ln Y(x) > N ~. 
In u(x) 
JO9’99:2 IS 
(1.12) 
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N is defined by (1.11) and u(x) is defined by (1.7). We denote 
cp(-~) =
In + In + k(s) 
In F(X) 
(5.1) 
where a+ = max(a, 0) and U(X) is the function (1.10) built for L.&Y) of (1.9). 
Case a. Suppose that 
lim v(x) < lim v(x), (5.2) 
x -a x - % 
then thereq exists a sequence of points x, T co such that 
(i) x, is a local maximum point of p(x), and 
(ii) lim &T,) = lim (4(x). 
n-m x-cc 
We suppose now 
lim p(x) = a3 
x+x 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(otherwise the theorem follows immediately). By (5.4) k(x,)-+ co and 
&!I) = 
In In k(x,) 
In 21(x,) ’ 
Because of (i) p/(x,,) = 0 so that 
k’(x,) = 
k(x,) In k(x,) In In k(x,) . c/(x,,) 
(In ~kJW,) 
(5.5) 
We replace now in (1.2) x by x,,, .r by I, k(x) by k(x,), and k’(x) by 
k’(x,) and put J’ = J(x,,), k = k(x,), k’ = k’(x,). L’ = o(x,). 
According to (5.5) 
and 
t: Qo,f,s(x) k”+’ In’ k In’ In k 
- S+f=O In’ L’ 
KT i ~’ Qj,,,s(x) k’t’In’ k In’ Ink 
,G I” +-+-o In” ~1 
: Qo.&) k’+’ 
In’ k In’ In k(u’/u)S 
s+r=o In” ~3 
ksf’In’kIn’Ink 
Ins L’ 
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According to Lemma 2 
so that in view of QO,mo-sO,so(~) s 1, 
km0 InSo k InSo In k < -K- 
ksct In” k Ins In k 
- 
s+t=o In’ u 
p+ I& 
s<s~fors+r=m~ 
+-e ? k”“ln”kln”Ink 5 US+l 
j=l s+f=O 
IyjIlnrLj Cc ’ 
(5.6) 
Let now so > 0. Dividing the last inequality by km0 we get (we recall that 
u’> 1) 
Ak( ““:‘=“:,(fpn”‘) In” k In” In k 
+ 
I YI ke 
XV uO+so+’ lnS0 L, where (5 = max (s. t + s < mj}. 
OCjSn 
We use the obvious properties, J l+co andInL~+co andchoose8>Oto 
satisfy (1.5) and (1.6), and therefore, from Lemma 1 we have 
makIm,-mot81 
w= k( j=l..... n ) ,. 
J ? 
x,,- -x 
and as In” k In” In k/k0 +x,+ifi 0 too, then together with (5.7) we get 
Ins0 k InSo In k < Aod‘utSo+’ lnSo ~1 InSo-’ k lnSo- ’ In k with some constant A,. 
Thus . In k In In k < AoucutsOt ’ InSo ~13 In k < AO~~“u+So+’ lnSo U, for x =x ll’ 
Whence 
. In In k(x,) 
ki In tl(x,) < Pe 
with /I0 =~a + so + 1. and according to (5.3) 
- In In k(x) 
?k In c(x) GPO? 
k(x) > e. 
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This, together with the monotonicity of L,(X) and its property L’(S) > x, since 
k = y’/y, leads to 
J(x) = O(exp e“ 3. 
Suppose now that p(x) is a nondecreasing function on x > ?I* and that 
q(x) T co. Under this assumption k(x) T co. From the convergence of the 
integral 
-cx 
I 
dk 
‘X k(x) In k’+v(x) 
for an arbitrary fixed positive q we conclude that 0 < k’(x) < k(x) In It q k(x) 
everywhere outside of a set of points E on the positive x-ray with 
mes E < co. Besides, 
so that 
k’(x) > 
u’(x) k(x) In k(x) In In k(x) 
u(x) In u(x) ’ 
So in view of (1.2) and Lemma 2 we get for x C? E 
,Q _ , ~k”o’n”ok’n”o’nk~ <k”” r Q 
O.m0 ~0.~0 u”“(x) lnSo v(x) 
(x)ln’1+r,‘5k 
0,f.S - 
r+t=mo 
S<SO 
. 
Dividing both sides by km0 (we recall that QO,mo~so,so = l), we get 
lnSO k InSO In k 
11~0 InSO c < 1 1 Qo,,.S(x)l (In k)” + n)‘so- ” s+I=m” 
J<SO 
and according to Lemma 1 we have 
k( 
max(mj-mo+E) 
i= I.....n 1 
+ 0. 
1’ 
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therefore, 
Let us choose q so that s0 - (s, - l)(q + 1) > 0, then, 
and for x 4 E 
In In k 1 
v(X)=~G 
s,-(%-l)(rl+ 1) 
s,+l+ 
and since q(x) is a monotonuous function 
lim p(x) < 
s,+ 1 
x-too So-(%- l>(v+ 1)’ 
Thus Theorem 1 in Case a is proved. 
To prove Case b we consider the function 
v(x) = 
In + k(x) 
In u(x) 
and use the same procedure as in case a. 
Like Theorem 1, Theorem 2 can be proven by substituting x whenever v(x) 
appears in Theorem 1. 
We have applied exactly the same methods as applied in Theorem 1 in 
order to prove Theorems 3 and 4. The needed estimations must be found 
either for the function 
a(x) = 
In + In + y’(x) 
In t’(x) 
in Case a, Theorem 4, and for the function 
a(x) = 
In + In + y’(x) 
In x 
in Case a, Theorem 3, for the function 
In+ y’(x) 
p(x) = In Y(X) 
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in Case b. Theorem 4. and 
In + I,’ 
P@) = ,“(u) 
in Case b, Theorem 3. 
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